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Summary Information regarding Telephone & Internet Services in Germany 
There are two types of telephone line available in Germany, namely analogue and digital: 

Analogue – (Technically known as “POTS” and known in Germany as the product “T-Net”) this is the traditional telephone 
connection that has been around over 50 years. The customer is allocated a single number, can buy a telephone from around 
€20 and can connect standard analogue modem providing a maximum 56Kbaud upload speed and 33.6Kb download (in 
practice actual rates are about 15-20% less due to line quality issues). Using the telephone or Internet from a standard modem 
blocks the phone line from making or receiving other calls. Analogue telephone lines can be extended or distributed around the 
home with the limitation that only one phone call (or modem-based internet connection) can be made at any one time. A basic 
analogue connection costs from €15.66 per month (plus call-charges), with a one-off connection charge of €59.95 (reduces to 
€29.94 if a working connection is already in place). Note that analogue telephones from other countries can often (but not 
always!) be made to work on the German analogue phone system, but may need plug adapters, new cables or simple 
converters. Many (especially older) cordless phones are not licensed for use in Germany and should NOT be used because of 
the large penalties that can be incurred in Germany for using unlicensed wireless equipment. Bear in mind that equipment that 
required mains power from the USA will need a converter or transformer to run on the 220v/50cycle domestic power supply in 
Germany. Such devices are not generally recommended for “always-on” equipment such as answering machines. 

Digital (usually “ISDN “– Integrated Subscriber Digital Network) ISDN is a popular alternative to analogue telephone services in 
Germany and is particularly economic in regard to similar products in other countries. Available throughout Germany, the ISDN 
service offers: 

• No modification to existing telephone cabling coming into a house/apartment (in-house cabling may need modification!) 
• A fully digital, high quality “network” connection to the German telephone system 
• 2 usable communications “channels”, either or both of which can be used simultaneously for data (e.g. Internet) 

connection at 64Kb bi-directional per channel or normal voice connections. The two data channels can be combined (if 
your computer equipment and your connected partner/ISP allow it) to achieve 128Kb rates, but with the downside that 
this blocks the network circuit from making or receiving further calls. 

• 3 Telephone numbers as standard – up to 10 available at no extra cost 
• Special services such as call forwarding, call waiting, conference call, charge advice, number recognition (in most 

cases only if you have ISDN equipment that supports it). 

A range of pricing plans which combine monthly cost with differing call rates. ISDN connections cost from €23.60 per month 
(plus call-charges), with a one-off connection charge of €59.95. 

ISDN in your home is a recommended alternative to a single normal analogue phone line if: 
− you have any reason to need more than one phone number (e.g. private and business, or separate phone and fax) 
− you want additional or individual telephone numbers (for parents, children, fax, business) 
− you want faster, efficient computer connections to your office or the Internet (64Kb guaranteed, bi-directional, 

compared to 56Kb best (44Kb usual) for analogue, with slower return (e.g. 28Kb) paths) assuming DSL is not available 
or you have no need for DSL speeds (see below). 

− (again, assuming no DSL) you will spend a lot of time on the Internet or connected to your company, which would 
otherwise tie up a single analogue line – ISDN allows you to have this connection and still make and receive phone 
calls on the second channel. 

Considerations for ISDN connections 
• You will need to buy additional equipment to work with ISDN, e.g.: 

o ISDN telephones (from € 65.00) 
o ISDN to analogue adapters (in order to be able to buy, or use existing analogue phones, answering machines, or 

faxes) – from € 90.00 – small home/office exchanges from € 190.00 
o Computer adapters or interfaces to take advantage of ISDN data connection speeds (from € 90.00) – note that 

with the analogue adapter referred to above older analogue modems can be used, but will not be able operate 
faster than their analogue (usually 56Kb or 33.6Kb) specification. Card-based ISDN adapters for Laptops 
(PCMCIA) cost from € 150.00 

o Hybrid adapters combining analogue phone connectivity (e.g. 3 lines) and digital computer connection (via serial 
port or USB) cost from € 130.00 

• It is often a more economic and flexible solution to consider cordless telephones as part of your phone system, and 
base the ISDN system around the location you plan for your computer, e.g. 
− Have ISDN connector installed near to where computer is installed (standard connection cost of €59.95 plus any 

work required to move socket to correct position) 
− Connect computer directly to ISDN outlet via adapter 
− Connect analogue adapter to ISDN outlet 
− Connect “business” phones or fax directly to adapter, positioned near to computer 
− Connect cordless telephone base station to adapter to allow remote handset(s) to access the telephone system in 

the remainder of the house. 

Internet connectivity over analogue and ISDN phone lines 
As described above both analogue and ISDN lines can be used to access the Internet using the necessary modem equipment. 
Modems for analogue lines are built into many/most newer PCs and LapTops, but are of no use for an ISDN connection. There 
are many different Internet providers available – most people access the Internet on a per-minute basis (note there are no “flat 
rate” services available on Deutsche Telekom lines for analogue or ISDN services). In Germany many Internet Providers (ISPs) 
do not require any sign-up or commitment – simply calling a designated number to make the connection is enough. Typical cost 
is around 1.5 Eurocents per minute (which includes cost of the call, so is actually less than a normal local “voice” call), 
automatically charged back through your monthly telephone invoice. “Full Service” providers are available such as T-Online, 
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Compuserve and AOL, but these are to be avoided because of their fixed monthly charges, and for the none-German speaker 
their German software which is required to access their services. Note that it is usually not possible to transfer a AOL or 
Compuserve account from another country into the German equivalent, but it may be possible to access their e-mail from 
another service, although additional “roaming” charges often apply. 

High Speed Internet Connections – A-DSL (often referred to as “Broadband”) 
If you wish to have a higher speed Internet connection then the usual solution is “A-DSL” – Asynchronous Digital Subscriber 
Line, known as “T-DSL” in Germany. This is a MUCH faster data (Internet) connection providing up to 6144Kbaud upload 
(towards you), and 512Kbaud download (away from you) speeds, therefore up to 120 times faster than a standard analogue 
service. The usual domestic DSL connection has 1024Kbaud upload and 128Kbaud download – faster speeds are not always 
available in all areas. DSL is essentially an add-on to an analogue or ISDN service, and usually requires no changes to phone 
cabling into your home (but may need additional computer cabling). Unfortunately DSL is NOT available in every home, 
especially in country areas, as local telephone exchange equipment may not have been brought up to date, your home may be 
too far from the exchange to support the service, or there are already too many people on your local circuit connected to the 
DSL service. Bavaria Satellite Systems have direct access to Telekom technical databases and can easily check DSL 
availability at your home. If DSL is not available in your area, or on your line the only alternative high-speed Internet service may 
be a satellite connection which can be quite expensive. 

There is a fixed additional monthly charge from €16.99 (for the 1024Kbaud service) for the provision of the DSL service in 
addition to your analogue or ISDN monthly charges, plus a one-off connection charge of €99.99 (for both new or conversion 
lines, in addition to other one-off connection costs which might apply) This is simply the cost of providing the DSL capability on 
the line – it is NOT the cost of Internet access - it is usual to contract to an Internet service, which does not necessarily need to 
be from or related to Deutsche Telekom for access – typically approx. €10 per month (for 1024kbit connections) which includes 
unlimited online time and data transfer.  

It is often the case in Germany that if you contract for a phone line (analogue or ISDN) at the same time as DSL that the DSL 
service will arrive sometime later. This is not normally a major problem as the ISDN/analogue equipment can be provided at the 
outset and DSL simply tagged on later. From the hardware point of view an additional “splitter” box is provided by Telekom 
(free!) which splits the incoming line between the phone service (analogue or ISDN) and DSL (Internet) service. A special DSL 
network modem (Ethernet or USB) must then be purchased (from around €90) for connection to a PC or in-house network. With 
this high-speed Internet access it is not unusual to consider the connection of multiple (networked) PCs, but this will require 
additional equipment such as network hubs or routers. A particularly flexible solution is a “wireless” network, with each PC or 
LapTop having a special interface for wireless connection to a DSL router and therefore parallel and simultaneous access for 
any PC to the Internet. As the technology advances integrated devices such as wireless modem-router boxes are becoming 
available. In these circumstances all connected computers share, in effect, an “always-on” high speed Internet connection. The 
advantage of a distributed solution such as this is that the connection, and therefore the costs are shared by all systems that 
connect to the line. 

NOTE: A telephone line is a pre-requisite for DSL (even if you don’t need a phone!). The phone line can be either analogue or 
ISDN. 

Cost summaries 
Deutsche Telekom offers a variety of packages for analogue (“T-Net”) and ISDN (“T-ISDN”) connections optionally with the 
additional DSL service (T-DSL). Packages vary monthly fixed prices with differing call costs summarised as follows:  
 

Call charges (cents per minute) 

Local Calls Calls to landlines 
inside of Germany 

Calls to 
German 
mobiles 

 
Summary of fixed line costs and call 

charges for Deutsche Telekom 
Prices include local taxes and are correct 
as of 1st April, 2004 but subject to change. 

Monthly 
costs 

(Euros) 
Daytime Evening/ 

Weekend Daytime Evening/ 
Weekend (from) 

T-Net „Call Plus“ 15.95 3.9 1.5 4.9 from 2.9 23.2 
T-Net „Call Time“ 19.95 3.1 1.6 4.6 2.6 23.2 
T-Net XXL 24.94 3.1 0-1-6 3.9 0-2.5 17.9 T-
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T-Net XXL Freetime 29.94 3.1 0 3.9 0 17.9 
T-ISDN „Call Plus“ 23.95 3.9 1.5 4.9 from 2.9 23.2 
T-ISDN „Call Time“ 27.95 3.1 1.6 4.6 2.6 23.2 
T-ISDN XXL 32.95 3.1 0-1-6 3.9 0-2.5 17.9 
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T-ISDN XXL Freetime 37.95 3.1 0 3.9 0 17.9 

Choose an analogue or ISDN service above, then combine it with a T-DSL service below  
(prices do NOT include Internet access): 

T-DSL 1000 (1024/128) 16.99 Numbers in brackets are upload/download rates (Kbaud) 
T-DSL 2000 (2048/192) 19.99 

T-
D

SL
 

T-DSL 6000 (6144/512) 24.99 
T-DSL 2000 and T-DSL 6000 are not available in all areas and may 
attract higher internet access charges. 
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Notes: 
§ Prices include local tax (“MwSt”/VAT) 
§ The “XXL” packages available with both T-Net and T-ISDN offer free calls to landlines (not mobiles) anywhere in 

Germany all day Saturdays and Sundays and on national public holidays. “XXL Freetime” extends this to weekday 
evenings and nights (18:00-07:00) 

§ The “Calltime” packages available with both T-Net and T-ISDN offer 120 minutes of phone calls per month to landlines 
(not mobiles) in Germany  

§ Alternative telecommunication providers often offer large reductions on international calls even on Deutsche Telekom 
phone lines without any sign-up, or additional standing costs – simply dial a code prior to dialling your international 
number – call us for details. 

§ Costs do not include Internet access costs: 
o For ISDN lines only per-minute services are available – typically from 1.5 cents per minute (including cost of 

call) 
o For DSL lines, it is usual to contract to a flat-rate (unlimited time) service – a typical full flat-rate, unlimited data 

service costs from €8.90. 
§ Costs do not include additional cabling (to re-route existing connections) or equipment costs such as modems, routers 

or network interface cards that may be required. 
§ Note that calls to German mobiles are especially expensive in Germany. There are few reductions available, even from 

other providers. 
§ One-time installation (connection) costs charged by Deutsche Telekom not shown. As a guide, €59.95 for analogue or 

ISDN alone, €99.95 for DSL or DSL upgrade (both charges are applied if you apply for both services together). 
Additional charges may apply if connection requires a visit from Telekom for line identification or re-cabling. There is a 
cost of €49.95 to upgrade from a lower (or older) DSL service to a faster one. 

International Calling 
Like many other countries numerous alternative network providers are available both for local and international calls. These 
providers offer tremendous savings on all manner of telephone calls. Germany has a unique situation in that these providers can 
offer their services without sign-up, monthly charge, commitment or any line changes. Simply dial a 5 or 7 digit number prior to 
making the call then dial the number you wish to call normally (including any international or national dialling codes). Some 
providers include a spoken (in German!) message prior to the connecting the call indicating the cost. Most providers charge for 
their services via the invoicing system of Deutsche Telekom (look for “”ohne anmeldung” – without sign-up in any listings) – the 
customer simply receives an additional listing of calls and charges provided over alternative networks on his monthly telephone 
invoice which are paid with Telekom charges. Savings, especially on international calls are substantial – calls to USA cost from 
1.5 (Euro-)cent per minute (Telekom charge 12.3 cents/minute), to Australia 1.7cents/minute (Telekom 79cents/minute !). 
Access numbers and rates change regularly, so it is important to regularly check which numbers are best for you – websites 
with this information include www.billiger-telefonieren.de, www.tariftip.de and www.telefonsparbuch.de Unfortunately these sites 
are all in German, but are easy to use – simply select the location you are calling and the date/time of day (defaults to current 
day/time) and you will find a list of pre-dial codes. Eventful Communications offers a similar, but abbreviated service in English 
at www.eventful-communications.de/rates. 

Ordering your Phone and/or DSL Connection 
• Please feel free to contact us to discuss your requirements and to understand the likely costs that may be incurred for 

connection, set-up and operation to suit your own particular requirements 
• Special application forms in English are exclusively available from Bavaria Satellite Systems, which should be 

completed and returned for checking and onward transmission to Deutsche Telekom. Note that Bavaria Satellite 
Systems acts as an independent agent for Deutsche Telekom but is not responsible for any problems or delays that 
may arise during your application. 

• In approximately 10-14 days (sometimes less) you should get written confirmation of your order, which includes the 
telephone numbers you have been allocated, along with a proposed date of installation or connection (or an invitation 
to contact German Telekom to make an appointment). If the date offered is not suitable for any reason, you should 
contact Telekom at the number shown on the confirmation. Bavaria Satellite Systems can also negotiate this for you. 
 Please fax this confirmation (or any other paperwork you receive from Telekom in the meantime to us 
(089/90539377) for checking or further negotiation. 

• About a week before installation please contact us to discuss any equipment or cabling requirements for your home. 
 
Questions? – Whether starting anew, considering an upgrade, looking to wire your house for Internet or 
want to have wireless Internet access at home? – 
 
 Then contact us for further advice…. 

 
Eventful Communications 

Domagkstraße 3 
D-85551 Kirchheim bei München 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Office: 089 / 905 39376 • Fax: 089 / 905 39377 
Mobile: 0171 / 342 8344 (Edwin) or 0171 / 321 7254 (Geoff) 

E-Mail: phoneservice@eventful-communications.de 

http://www.billiger-telefonieren.de
http://www.tariftip.de
http://www.telefonsparbuch.de
http://www.eventful-communications.de/rates
mailto:phoneservice@eventful-communications.de

